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« seventy-five percent (75%) of 
companies that have already or 
plan to deploy mobile applications 
during the next year will be 
increasing their budgets . twelve 
percent (12%) plan to increase 
those budgets by more than 50% . »

451 research: “Mobile applications 
and Cloud: Vendors take aim at 

mobilizing business Workflows”, 
aug 2014

1 . the enterprise Mobility 
probleM stateMent .
The mobile revolution that has transformed our lives as consumers is transforming 
the way enterprises now manage their operations and engage with employees, 
partners and customers. 

the rapid rate of mobile app development, the increased volume of app deployments, 
and the frequency of app iterations, balanced with the need for greater security and 
control is reshaping traditional it and the role of the business in app development . 

as the business grapples with the transition from “i need an app for that” to a “mobile 
is how i do business” or a mobile-first mindset, they are faced with the complexity of 
developing and managing multiple apps across the whole organization, across multiple 
device platforms, and connecting to multiple data points and backend business systems . 
this multiplicity begs a Mobile application platform approach where development, 
deployment and monitoring of mobile apps, whether b2C or b2b, can be managed in 
a secure, agile and collaborative way across the organization .

if your business is moving beyond a handful of tactical mobile apps to considering 
a more strategic approach to the development, deployment and management of 10s or 
even 100s of app concepts that potentially connect to a number of backend business 
systems then you are already looking to a more centralized approach to control your 
mobile projects . a Mobile application platform will help you get there .
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2 . Why a Mobile  
appliCation platforM?
as organizations move from “once-off apps” to a more strategic mobility solution and as 
the demands of mobility constantly evolve new software development and distribution 
models, a Mobile application platform offers organizations the following capabilities:

•	 	A	shared	platform	to	develop,	integrate	and	run	company-wide	mobile	solutions

•	 	A	repository	of	APIs	and	backend	services	for	discovery	and	reuse	across	multiple	
projects

•	 	A	library	of	templates	and	codeless	apps	that	speed	development	and	facilitate	fast	
prototyping

•	 	Centralized	control	of	security	&	access	to	backend	systems

•	 	A	collaborative	approach	to	developing	and	deploying	mobile	apps	across	different	
teams and skillsets .

•	 	Mobile	App	Lifecycle	management	to	support	continuous	develop/deploy	cycles

•	 	Reporting	and	analytics	to	monitor	app	and	resource	usage

building the business case and opting for more innovative approaches and technologies 
is a daunting task . the following checklist offers a guideline for building the business 
case for a Mobile application platform .
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CheCklist: the Mobile appliCation 
platforM business Case
  do you have a company-wide mobile strategy?

  are you supporting byod?

  Are	you	developing/supporting	>10	mobile	apps?

  are you supporting more than one type of app — native, hybrid, web, htMl5?

  are you connecting your apps to backend systems and applications?

  Will a number of different mobility projects require access to these same backend 
apis and connections?

  is your it organization struggling with managing and controlling the security and 
backend integration for mobile projects?

  is it under pressure to keep pace with faster app development cycles?

  is it difficult to balance agile development and more traditional it practices?

  Are	you	supporting	multiple	developer	toolkits	and	app	development	languages	&	
approaches?

  are you finding it difficult to achieve roi for your mobile projects?

once it’s clear that you really need to consider a Mobile application platform, how do 
you go about successfully achieving this . the following are 12 key things to consider in 
choosing a Mobile application platform .

« While promising much, mobility 
also brings greater complexity for 
it and the business . Companies 
will look for integrated platforms 
to accelerate their innovation and 
roM . »

 have some kpis or metrics around 
some kind of measurable roi; 
otherwise, you might find it hard 
to justify future updates or future 
new projects, which may just send 
you back to the drawing board and 
waste even more time . 

Chris Marsh, principal analyst,  
451 research
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3 . tWelVe Considerations  
in Choosing a Mobile appliCation 
platforM
Agility: are open technologies fundamental to the platform?

Flexibility: Can developers use their own tools?

Market Reach: are Multiple device, os, and app types supported?

Collaboration: how does the platform support team-based development?

Secure integration: assess the depth of backend services?

extensibility: assess the apis and api Management offered?

Reusability: how much Code reuse, templates  
and out-of-the-box functionality is offered?

Security & Compliance: how is security handled end-to-end?

Flexible Deployment: What deployment models are supported?

Scalability & Availability: how will the platform  
handle app scaling and ensure availability?

Portability: how does the platform support the migration of existing apps?

Mobile App Success: What analytics are available and how will they help you 
measure app usage?
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« enterprise mobile strategists are 
hungry for ways to make mobile 
app development and integration 
easier and faster . Javascript and 
its related technologies have 
emerged as viable tools that can 
help address these challenges 
and must be factored into an 
enterprise’s mobile architecture and 
strategy . »

Jason Wong, principal research 
analyst, gartner . “improve Mobile 
app development and integration 

with Javascript technologies”

#1 — AgiliTy 
Mobile app projects demand rapid innovation and short iterative development cycles . in 
building the business case to support greater agility:

1 .  look for a flexible cloud-based hosting model that takes your organizations cost, 
scalability, and security requirements into consideration . be sure that that the 
vendor can demonstrate their depth of cloud and saas experience .

2 .  look for a platform that offers ongoing and open support for the common and leading 
edge coding languages, Javascript frameworks and developer toolkits . beware of 
use of any proprietary languages, frameworks or ides .

3 .  look for open technology stacks (e .g . based on Javascript, node .js Mongodb, redis 
and linux) that offer enterprise-grade performance, scalability and efficiency .

4 .  use of open-source and git repositories maximize collaboration and agility . teams 
should be able to collaborate seamlessly on both the server and client sides of an 
app project .

5 .  ability to support increasingly shorter and dynamic development cycles . agile sprint-
based development is a more iterative, team-based approach . look for a platform 
vendor who themselves employs agile software development approaches . 

Consideration #1
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« When creating hybrid cross-
platform apps, developers often 
employ as many as 10 different 
coding languages for enterprise app 
development projects . »

forrester research: organize for 
Mobile development success,  

apr 2014

#2: FlexibiliTy
Mobile developer toolkits are abundant and evolving at a rapid pace . Common coding 
languages include, Javascript, objective C, C#, Java, node .js, htMl5 . then there is 
a plethora of frameworks — sencha touch, angular .js, backbone .js and ember .js, as well 
as toolkits such as apache Cordova, appcelerator, Xamarin and native ios, android and 
Windows phone sdks . When building the business case consider:

1 .  a “bring your own toolkit” approach that allows developers flexibility to use the 
languages and innovative toolkits they are most comfortable with . this encourages 
greater developer agility . 

2 .  giving developers the freedom to work locally in their own environment or online 
directly through the mobile app platform . for example, a command line interface 
(Cli) to the platform allows developers to code locally with their favorite ides and 
debuggers while remaining connected to the project, the team and all platform 
features . 

3 .  proprietary tools or frameworks will lead to lock-in and create issues around training 
and skills transfer . in choosing a vendor, investigate how an app can be ported for 
future development . 

4 .  look to a platform that can easily integrate with any other 3rd party developer 
toolkits	(e.g.	for	testing,	CI,	Reporting	&	Analytics,	UI	extension,	etc.).

5 .  Check ownership of the final app code and any ip issues . you want to be able to take 
your code with you and not be tied into any ownership issues .

Consideration #2
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« With shipments expected to reach 
19 million this year, wearables will 
finally move beyond early-adopter 
status . »

idC forecast

#3: MARkeT ReACh
the range of mobile devices, form factors and operating systems does not stand still . 
besides this, different business units may have different requirements (b2C, b2b, b2e 
etc .) that drive the need for different types of apps - hybrid, native, htMl5 or web apps . 
since one type doesn’t fit all, the development platform needs to support development 
and deployment not only to multiple mobile devices but also to different versions of each 
os on these devices, and for a range of app types . look for:

1 .  a mobile application platform that offers the functionality for developers to build 
native	iOS	&	Android,	Windows	Phone,	hybrid	and	HTML5	apps	and	distribute	these	to	
the app stores . 

2.	 	A	platform	that	supports	BYOD	and	can	be	easily	integrated	with	MDM/EMM	solutions.	

3 .  look for a platform that offers additional app distribution functionality such as the 
ability to centrally manage and discover individual app credentials, maintain the native 
production	environments,	and	build	and	wrap	both	the	native	&	hybrid	App	binaries	
for development distribution . 

4 .  a platform that supports a wide range of applications from b2C, b2e, b2b to hybrid, 
htMl5, native and web apps . Customer examples and references will help verify this .

5 .  a platform that can extend to embrace wearables and the internet of things (iot) . 
Consider the future of devices and don’t limit yourself to just smartphones and tablets . 
the market is innovating at speed as wearable technology, beacons and smart sensors 
evolve . the more a platform leverages open and standard technology, the more this 
will be seamlessly supported .

Consideration #3
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« With 40% of large enterprises 
planning to increase their 
development outsourcing 
collaboration across enterprise it, 
lines of business and any external 
partners that may be involved is 
crucial . »

Chris Marsh — principal analyst,  
451 research

http://mobileenterprise.edgl.com/
news/Where-Are-All-the-Enterprise-

apps-95583

#4: CollAboRATion 
Mobile app development requires multiple skillsets in order to meet the rigors of great 
user-experience, dedicated business logic, secure access to backend enterprise data, 
compliance and scalability . these skills can be either in-house or outsourced and need to 
collaborate and share across multiple app projects . 

Many other skillsets can be involved such as ui design, admin, devops, and Qa, all of 
whom need to collaborate and share efficiently across the app development lifecycle . 
look for a solution that:

1 .  offers developers the flexibility to migrate their existing frontend app code to the 
platform but still has the ability to leverage the backend development and management 
functionality . 

2 .  offers a frontend development environment and tools but will also be open to apps 
that have been developed outside the platform . 

3 .  uses a micro-services approach for backend development that can be easily leveraged 
by several company-wide app projects, no matter where the client code was developed .

4 .  supports multiple internal and external people working across various app projects . 
team effort to push apps out at ever-faster iterations and development cycles requires 
streamlined workflows, project visibility, collaboration and code sharing . 

5 .  provides tools that allow support for specialization among team members, ultimately 
providing richer uis and quicker integration to backend systems .

6 .  Can scale and manage the development of multiple apps at different stages of their 
lifecycle .

Consideration #4
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« over the next 24 months, the 
Mbaas market will be disrupted 
by five disruption Vectors: 
a convergence of features from 
multiple products, a growing 
importance of mobile-first 
development, a need for increased 
control of data assets, a need to 
unlock corporate data silos, and 
the growing influence of devops 
and agile methodologies in mobile 
development . »

gigaom research: sector roadmap 
— enterprise Mbaas platforms

#5: SeCuRe inTegRATion viA MbAAS 
Mobile backend-as-a-service (Mbaas) functionality excels at integrating apps with 
backend systems and other 3rd party services by acting as a secure cloud-based hub 
between mobile clients and the systems they need to access . When deciding on Mbaas 
look at:

1 .  What backend systems and data sources you wish to connect to? look for a proven 
track record of enterprise integration and the availability of prebuilt apis, plugins or 
backend connectors that will maximize reusability .

2 .  does the platform support heterogenous data source connectivity including, but not 
limited to web services (soap, rest), jms, http(s) etc .?

3 .  Will data be captured e .g . through leveraging device features such as images, 
signatures, geo-stamps etc .? Where will this additional data be stored and how will it 
attach to existing data records? 

4 .  look for enterprise-grade Mbaas functionality that enables full access to cloud 
services such as storage, security, caching, and business logic . .

5 .  if your apps will be out in the field, look for strong data sync capability that fully 
supports offline mode with bi-directional data flow .

6 .  you need to ensure your data is only accessed by authorized users . look for rigorous 
authorization and authentication features .

7 .  identify the key elements of the technology stack that will provide more efficient 
data management, scaling and performance . 

8 .  an Mbaas that is hosted in an environment that provides secure app containerization .

Consideration #5
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« the leading mobile app platforms 
will be characterised by open 
and extensible architectures, 
an api management and data 
orchestration layer, extensive 
developer libraries, agnosticism to 
tools, infrastructures and standards, 
integrated testing and analytics and 
a rich ecosystem . »

Chris Marsh, principal analyst,  
451 research

#6: exTenSibiliTy ThRough APiS 
application programming interface (api) management provides both risks and 
opportunities . if executed as part of an overall, strategic mobile development plan that 
harnesses the right mobile application platform for your business then there is no need 
to re-architect your systems from the ground-up to meet the demand for mobile as the 
organization scales . look for:

1 .  a platform that offers a set of well-documented enterprise apis and enables 
integration with third party apis (e .g . google Maps, etc .) offers a means to speed 
innovation and reduce complexity .

2 .  an api-based, mobile-backend-as-a-service approach that handles the caching 
and performance management and can respond to a myriad of often concurrent 
requests . apps now serve anywhere from 1,000s to millions of users, all of whom 
need access to mission critical applications at the exact same time . 

3 .  as developers move toward more of a self-service approach to app development, 
look	for	a	platform	that	enables	auto	documentation	&	discovery	of	APIs	and	backend	
services . 

4 .  api management performed in the cloud . this provides the simplicity, speed and 
scalability to develop, deploy and manage apps quickly and efficiently and with the 
added	advantage	of	delivering/providing	utility-based	SaaS	pricing.

Consideration #6
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#7: ReuSAbiliTy 
reusable code, apis, templates, codeless apps and out-of-the-box solutions all help 
accelerate the development cycle, increase efficiencies and reduce costs . additionally, 
the concept of discovery is becoming increasingly significant for developers in re-use 
of apis and backend services . 

1 .  investigate how the Mbaas is structured to allow reuse of backend services and make 
them available across multiple projects . a backend connector built for an app for 
one particular use case may equally be used by a very different part of the business 
and by a different developer .

2 .  re-use of apis and sharing them across multiple app projects will significantly cut 
down overall development time and ensure faster time to market . outline what apis 
the business case requires and what apis are available from the platform . how easily 
these can be discovered for re-use and how can existing business apis be integrated?

3 .  out of the box solutions may be a good way to jumpstart some mobile projects with 
low risk and fast implementation . beware - many pre-packaged solutions lack the 
flexibility to be customized to the business use case so may be short-lived . look for 
app solutions that are open enough to allow a certain level of customization without 
much additional development .

4 .  templates and Codeless or drag and drop apps allow non-developers such as the 
business users to quickly prototype and test . access to a library of templates can 
give also developers a head start on more complex app projects, eliminating the 
need to code basic features .

Consideration #7
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#8: SeCuRiTy & CoMPliAnCe 
Mobile security needs to extend to every aspect of data integration and handling: 
between back-end systems and the cloud; within the cloud; between the cloud and the 
mobile device; and on device — including devices your company doesn’t own . Consider 
the following:

1 .  the security technologies provided by the platform e .g . encryption and protection of 
data, user access and controls, monitoring, etc .

2 .  how data can be encrypted on the device and during communication between the 
device and backend systems . is an end-to-end encryption facility necessary for your 
business needs?

3 .  user authorization ensures that apps and data gets into the right hands . if this is 
important you need to consider what functionality is available from the platform to 
support user authentication and authorization?

4 .  do you need a platform that supports end-to-end security including use of Vpns  
and ssl? 

5 .  Will you require extra secure deployments . if so, what do these encompass e .g . 
private compliance cloud deployment, use of private mobile apns, etc .

6 .  if you have your own security policies and technologies in place, you may want these 
leveraged by the platform and not just be tied into the platform’s choice of security .

7 . how does the platform handle integration with MdM and MaM solutions? 

Consideration #8
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« not all vendors have the 
technology to meet the 
requirements of the most 
demanding customers in the 
enterprise segment . these 
requirements include the ability 
to deliver both cloud and on-
premises deployments, data-level 
management capabilities and 
compliance with strict industry 
regulation in verticals such as 
finance and health care . »

451 research,  
Mobile predictions 2014

#9: Flexible DePloyMenT 
Mobile app development has moved towards a more devops driven culture . the type of 
infrastructure deployments required and how these may evolve is important to consider . 

1 .  is the platform fully hosted and what are the hosting options that the business needs? 
Choose a platform that offers multiple hosting options — public, private and hybrid or 
on-premise . 

2 .  do you want the solution deployed in your existing cloud or on-premise environment? 
how do you want this architecture to look? Can new deployment targets be added 
quickly and with minimal effort?

3 .  it may make sense to have a number of your mobile apps hosted publically while more 
sensitive apps can be deployed on-premise or in a private cloud configuration . as more 
apps are developed and deployed a mix of deployment options may be desirable . 

4 .  does the deployment target offered by the platform vendor adhere to the policies and 
requirements of your business? if not, how will this be engineered and at what cost?

5 .  data protection laws vary by region . for businesses with global operations the location 
of where personal data resides often needs to be considered . understand where are the 
data centers are located .

6 .  does the platform offer infrastructure management and monitoring tools that track 
cloud resource consumption etc .?

Consideration #9
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#10: SCAlAbiliTy & AvAilAbiliTy 
backend development demands it’s own set of rules for scalability, security and 
availability .in order to manage large numbers of concurrent users accessing the same 
data . When you factor in a continuous stream of growing app deployments, the ability 
of the server-side to scale quickly is a must for any organization . 

1 . Will the platform support scaling over the long term 

 a) as app usage increases to potentially 100,000s and more

 b) as the volume of apps in the organization increases

 c) as the number of backend integrations increases

 d)  as the variety of backend integrations increases to include legacy, third party, 
and mission critical systems

2 . look for technologies that support scaling . elasticity and load balancing .

3 .  using a hosted paas may be worth considering as it provides a ready-made 
environment with built-in services for scalability, rapid deployment and on-demand 
elasticity . Combining mobile services in a paas environment offers developers a self-
service approach to developing and deploying their apps at speed and at scale . 
Consider how the platform vendor supports paas deployment .

4 .  outline your policies and requirements for availability, resiliency and data recovery? 
how will the platform perform against your business needs . how will the infrastructure 
handle failover, clustering, redundancy, load balancing etc .?

Consideration #10
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#11: PoRTAbiliTy
When choosing a platform, often you do not want to redevelop your existing mobile 
apps . Question portability and use of existing apps and look for:

1 .  a solution that supports the migration of existing apps to the platform . legacy mobile 
apps that were built on proprietary technology may not lend themselves to portability 
to a new environment but it’s important to examine the platform’s migration strategy 
and possibilities .

2 .  it is important to know which and how many of the popular app development 
paradigms the target platform supports - Cordova hybrid, native ios, native android, 
Xamarin, Mobile and desktop web apps . depending on previous app development, 
there may be a range of different apps that will need to be imported . 

3 .  ease of integration . What steps are involved to get existing apps integrated with the 
target platform? it should be as simple as adding the appropriate sdk and configuring 
a few well-defined parameters e .g . environment variables, endpoints, etc .

4 .  automation of importing apps . if you have more than 20 or so apps to import, doing 
this as a manual process can be time consuming, error prone and frustrating . look 
for a platform that supports automation, not just of app importation, but of all key 
tasks .

5 .  ease of app export . how easy is it to re-export the apps? it should be as easy to 
export apps as to import them - ensuring that there is no long term platform lock 
in . other reasons for wanting to export your apps could include local building or 
debugging, compliance and source code storage or management .

Consideration #11
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« incorporating analytics early 
in the deployment cycle will 
provide valuable insight that can 
shape the company’s strategy . 
this is particularly important for 
customer-facing projects, but 
also relevant for b2e and b2b 
applications . »

451 group: Mobile applications and 
Cloud: Companies, Vendors take 

aim at mobilizing Workflows

#12: Mobile APP SuCCeSS
analytics that track app usage and user experience are imperative to app success . 
even the “best” app will fail if it does not meet user expectations for ease of use and 
functionality . 

1  use reporting and analytics to monitor app usage . this will enable you to enforce 
policy compliance, but it will also give you the chance to find out how users interact 
with the app and inform future development . Check what analytics and reporting 
tools are available from the platform and how they will inform you of:

•	 App	Downloads/Installs

•	 Active	Users	over	time

•	 Cloud	Requests

•	 Responsiveness

•	 Cloud	Monitoring

•	 Alerts	on	failures

2 .  Can the platform integrate with other 3rd party analytics tools? if so what tools and 
how easy is this integration

3 .  prototyping offers one of the best ways for apps to be tested with users . a platform 
that offers templates and easy solutions that facilitate fast and low cost prototyping 
gives attractive opportunities to ensure app success .

Consideration #12



Mobility is increasingly becoming a top priority for business as a means to drive 
innovation and streamline operational efficiency . however, it’s also creating demand for 
faster, continuous development cycles that challenge traditional it infrastructure and 
development methodologies .

in crafting and reviewing your mobile strategy, this ebook helps you break the process 
across the 10 pillars outlined . you’ll find the real value of enterprise mobility will be 
revealed as your app deployments mature from tactical to more strategic use cases and 
as you evolve towards more agile approaches to development and deployment . this is not 
a one and done exercise . you must remain flexible, even when it comes to your mobile 
strategy .

red hat’s experience and leadership in enterprise it, its portfolio of open source and cloud 
technologies, and its mobile capabilities and mobile application platform can help your 
organization evolve towards greater agility and digital innovation .

© 2015 red hat, inc . all rights reserved | terms and Conditions
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